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elswin 5.2 updated to elsawin 6.0, but when you
want to install the elsawin 6.0 update the system
will tell you a prerequisite of elsawin 5.2. the
reason is that elsawin 6.0 has a different structure
of database tables. the set of installation files for
installing elsawin 5.1 and all its subsequent
updates to version 6.0 (directories with numbering
from 1 to 7). also in the distribution is added the
full version of the installer elsawin 6.0 (catalog
number 8). the main requirement before starting
the installation of elsawin version 4.0 is the
presence of adobe reader installed in the system.
the minimum version is 5 or newer. the order of
installation is simple: 1. installelsawin4.0 version,
and if desired, can updates to 5.1 (optional), or
install at once elsawin 5.1 version. 2. install the
database. there is a set of installation files for
installing elsawin 5.0 and all its subsequent
updates to version 6.0 (directories with numbering
from 1 to 7). also in the distribution is added the
full version of the installer elsawin 6.0 (catalog
number 8). the main requirement before starting
the installation of elsawin version 4.0 is the
presence of adobe reader installed in the system.
the minimum version is 5 or newer. the order of
installation is simple: 1. installelsawin4.0 version,
and if desired, can updates to 5.0 (optional), or
install at once elsawin 5.0 version. 2. install the
database. run elsawin 4.0 till 5.3 as admin with xp
compatibility. do not add a database till you
finished update 5.3, and with all installations check
and install the german language. (this to avoid
missing graphics files.) i have done a reboot after
each update.
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there is a set of installation files for installing
elsawin 6.1 and all its subsequent updates to

version 7.0 (directories with numbering from 1 to
7). also in the distribution is added the full version
of the installer elsawin 7.0 (catalog number 8). the
main requirement before starting the installation of
elsawin version 6.0 is the presence of adobe reader
installed in the system. the minimum version is 5

or newer. the order of installation is simple: 1.
installelsawin6.1 version, and if desired, can

updates to 7.0 (optional), or install at once elsawin
7.0 version. 2. install the database. *** patched

elsawin 5.1.0.2 beta*** the sql database must be
installed and updated first. after this elsawin 5.2
beta will start and install the database. the new

database will be empty when you start the elsawin
5.2 beta. you may need to update the old database
first to have all the correct information of your car.
the elsawin 5.1.0.2 beta update is not compatible
with the sql 2008, so you need to install the sql

2008 first. you will be able to update the elsawin
5.2 beta later on without issues. *** if you are
using elsawin 5.0 (with sp1) *** sp1 is the only

updater that works with elsawin 5.0, so there is no
other choice. however to make it compatible with
the elsawin 5.1.0.2 beta update you can update

your elsawin 5.0 to elsawin 5.1 (with sp2). before
the installation of elsawin 5.1 (with sp2) you need
to uninstall the sp1 update. after the installation of

elsawin 5.1 (with sp2) you will be able to update
the elsawin 5.2 beta easily. 5ec8ef588b
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